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BRENT, GOLD, and THE FTSE and GBPUSD There's probably one of the scariest thing which sometimes happens with shares and it's
summarised by two words. "Factored In" Sometimes, a share will experience a stonking rise prior to important news being released and,

despite the content of an RNS, a price will tank. We've been watching the rises during June on the FTSE and wondering if we're about to face
a hammering for all the wrong reasons! Of course, this is possibly also due to our continual cautious nature. This is probably the hardest

headline piece as we don't have a clue what's going to happen following the result of the Europe Referendum. As mentioned previously, we're
not entirely convinced this weeks buoyant market is due to a REMAIN vote pending. It could equally be a LEAVE vote giving optimism on the

markets. Alternately, the markets genuinely are as clueless as to the result as everyone else is. We're looking at some key indicators with the
intention of providing numbers which will indicate whether each market has "Bottomed" (or "Topped - GOLD".

Firstly, BRENT CRUDE. At time of writing, it's trading around 50.83 and needs above 55.4051 currently to indicate the price has indeed
Bottomed. If it were to better our criteria, the product should find it easy to accelerate now into the 60's.

Alternately, should BRENT find itself now below 47.04, it breaks the immediate uptrend for 2016 and can easily start to drip back down to the
mid 30's.

No chart, we're not that generous.
Now, GOLD. This stuff has been getting a bit of a hammering, leaving us to fondly suspect it's due to the demise of "Gold Divers" on the

Discovery Channel. Currently the metal is trading around the 1260 level and needs below 1230 to justify eyebrow action. We're actually a little
concerned about this as the immediate price cycle is (grudgingly) suggesting the metal wants to melt down to around 1238, fairly close to

breaking the 2016 uptrend. (Nope, still no chart). The situation at present suggests GOLD needs break 1222 to generate sufficient weakness
for 1168 and so, despite recent dramatics, it is not giving any clear indications of its intention.

If the current meltdown in the price of GOLD is to cease, the immediate meltdown needs better 1267 to break above the June trend, entering a
path toward 1271 initially but realistically we'd suspect somewhere around 1278.

We avoid Forex but GBPUSD is the one we keep being asked about from a Big Pic perspective. Visually, it looks like this pairing has broken
free and is heading upward. But unless it betters 1.5157, we're cautious about calling "bottom". At time of writing the relationship is around

1.4875 and the High of Day is 1.4949. So, it still has some growing to do. Should it make a movement above our "bottoming" criteria, it should
grow to an initial 1.5350 with secondary 1.6021

If trouble is planned, below 1.4020 looks like a fairly useful signal for the UK tourist industry as the dollar shall enter a path which ultimately
looks for pairing (or as near as dammit) with the pound. And still no chart. . .
FTSE CHART for FRIDAY
The 23rd was pretty impressive for the UK market. It closed the day at 6338, suggesting growth now toward 6506 initially with secondary a
longer term 6711 points. Or maybe 6681 points as the market has experienced some truly dodgy movements during June which foul our
calculations.

If it all goes pear shaped because the UK voted the wrong way, the market needs slip below 6240 to break the immediate JUNE uptrend and
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suggest coming reversals to around 6140 points. Our secondary bothers us as it's at 5930, below the 2016 uptrend and capable of further
reversals to 5750.

Near term, above 6380 looks capable of producing some strong near term movements as while an initial 6427 now makes sense, it could
easily go crackers and head to 6500 and possibly 100 points beyond (yes, you read that correctly)

***
Follow @TrendsTargets

This information is copyright and may not be used without our express permission. Offenders will be subject of a 'take down'
complaint to their internet host.

THE FUTURES ETC. Our lunchtime update is despatched by email to those who request at the link above.
WE ARE PAINFULLY AWARE WE HAVE COVERED OURSELVES IN SOMETHING THIS WEEK. Just not glory! The markets are
experiencing a unique set of circumstances and, from our perspective, we feel Friday onwards will be when our work assumes
importance.
IF ENTRY IS IN BOLD, IT'S 'COS IF TRIGGERED WE EXPECT IT TO HAPPEN.
A DOUBLE QUESTION MARK MEANS WE HAVE DOUBTS! Sods means both triggers were hit...
Stops are given IF we have time to calculate them. And for goodness sake keep an eye on your providers spread and take it into account - WE DON'T
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*****

Our commentary is in two sections. Immediately below are today's updated comments. If our commentary remains valid, the share can be
found in the bottom section which has a RED heading. Hopefully, this will mean you no longer need to flip back through previous reports.
Please remember, all prices are mid-price (halfway between the Buy and Sell). When we refer to a price CLOSING above a specific level, we
are viewing the point where we can regard a trend as changing. Otherwise, we are simply speculating on near term trading targets. Our
website is www.trendsandtargets.com.
UPDATE. We often give an initial and a secondary price. If the initial is exceeded, we still expect it to fall back but the next time the initial is
bettered, the price should continue to the secondary. The converse it true with price drops.
If you want to ask a question about something Market Related intraday, don't hesitate to email private.client@trendsandtargets.com. If
something has gone volatile and a quick answer is needed, we've probably already run the numbers on it. As you'll appreciate, we try and
avoid spamming people needlessly.

Section One - Outlook Updated Today.
Click here for Section Two - Outlook remains valid stocks

Click Epic to jump to share
:

LSE:ARM Arm Holdings** **
LSE:AV. Aviva** **

LSE:BARC Barclays** **

LSE:BBY BALFOUR BEATTY** **
LSE:EZJ EasyJet** **

LSE:GKP Gulf Keystone** **

LSE:GLEN Glencore Xstra** **

LSE:HL. Hargreaves Lansdown** **
LSE:HSBA HSBC** **

LSE:IEH Intelligent energy** **
LSE:IGG IG Group** **

LSE:IHG Intercontinental Hotels Group** **

LSE:IPF International Personal Finance** **
LSE:LLOY Lloyds Grp.** **

LSE:NG. National Glug** **

LSE:OXIG Oxford Instruments** **
LSE:RBS Royal Bank Scot** **
LSE:RMG Royal Male** **
LSE:RTHM ** **

LSE:SGP Supergroup** **

LSE:SL. Standard Life** **

LSE:STAN Standard Chartered** **
LSE:TLW Tullow** **

LSE:TW. Taylor Wimpey** **
LSE:XEL Xcite Energy** **

********
Updated charts published on : Arm Holdings, Aviva, Barclays, BALFOUR BEATTY, EasyJet, Gulf Keystone, Glencore Xstra, Hargreaves Lansdown,

HSBC, Intelligent energy, IG Group, Intercontinental Hotels Group, International Personal Finance, Lloyds Grp., National Glug, Oxford Instruments, Royal
Bank Scot, Royal Male, , Supergroup, Standard Life, Standard Chartered, Tullow, Taylor Wimpey, Xcite Energy,
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LSE:ARM Arm Holdings. Close Mid-Price: 1019 Percentage Change: -0.20% Day High: 1033 Day Low: 1009

All Arm Holdings needs are mid-price trades ABOVE 1033 to improve acceleration toward an initial 1068 with secondary (if initial exceeded) at
1120. The mid-price would require to trade BELOW 927 to cancel the immediate growth dreams and allow slippage to 885p.
If BLUE plans any nonsense, it will currently occur around 1060p
Previous Report:

22/06/2016 Target met. All Arm Holdings needs are mid-price trades ABOVE 1027 to improve acceleration toward an initial 1068 with
secondary (if initial exceeded) at 1120. The mid-price would require to trade BELOW 927 to cancel the immediate growth dreams and allow
slippage to 885p.
If BLUE plans any nonsense, it will currently occur around 1062p

View Previous Arm Holdings & Big Picture ***

LSE:AV. Aviva Close Mid-Price: 444.5 Percentage Change: + 0.45% Day High: 451 Day Low: 439.1

Continued trades against AV. with a mid-price ABOVE 451 should improve the share value to firstly 454.5 with secondary (if initial bested) at
472. The share would require to weaken BELOW 389 to scrub the upward potentials and allow slippage to 377/366p.
From the point at which it closed the 23rd, we're supposed to admit the ruling force now is at 499p
Previous Report:

22/06/2016 Target met. Continued trades against AV. with a mid-price ABOVE 449.1 should improve the share value to firstly 454.5 with
secondary (if initial bested) at 472/488. The share would require to weaken BELOW 389 to scrub the upward potentials and allow slippage to
377/366p.

View Previous Aviva & Big Picture ***

LSE:BARC Barclays Close Mid-Price: 186.95 Percentage Change: + 2.72% Day High: 187.05 Day Low: 181.05

Further movement against Barclays ABOVE 187.5 should improve acceleration toward an initial 190 with secondary (if initial bettered) at 204.
The price would require to slip BELOW 155 to cancel the potentials and allow weakness to 145p.
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Normal rules imply this is going to 204p next - if current situation can be described as normal. Longer term, we can even illustrate 228p as
now looking distantly possible but we suspect the circled gap at 165p will merit attention first.
Previous Report:

22/06/2016 Target met. Further movement against Barclays ABOVE 184.8 should improve acceleration toward an initial 190 with secondary (if
initial bettered) at 204. The price would require to slip BELOW 155 to cancel the potentials and allow weakness to 145p.
Normal rules imply this is going to 204p next - if current situation can be described as normal.

View Previous Barclays & Big Picture ***

LSE:BBY BALFOUR BEATTY Close Mid-Price: 254.6 Percentage Change: + 2.66% Day High: 261 Day Low:
246.9

Target met. Further movement against BALFOUR BEATTY ABOVE 261 should improve acceleration toward an initial 264 with secondary (if
initial bettered) at 274. The price would require to slip BELOW 222 to cancel the potentials and allow weakness to 204p.

Allegedly 274p should deserve a visit on the current cycle. Hopefully this proves the case as it bounced 3p above our suspected trampoline
level of 219p

Previous Report:

14/06/2016 Target met. In the event BALFOUR BEATTY experiences weakness below 222.6 it calculates with a drop potential of 219 with
secondary (if broken) at a longer term 204. The share requires to trade ABOVE 251 to void the drop potentials and allow strength to 259p.
We suspect 219 will provide some sort of near term bounce. Even above 235 will signal it trying to get out of trouble.

View Previous BALFOUR BEATTY & Big Picture ***

LSE:EZJ EasyJet Close Mid-Price: 1533 Downtrend now: 1713.368 Uptrend now: 1428.237 Percentage Change:
+ 1.05% Day High: 1544 Day Low: 1509

All EasyJet needs are mid-price trades ABOVE 1544 to continue acceleration toward an initial 1553 with secondary (if initial exceeded) at
1640/1701. The mid-price would require to trade BELOW 1406 to cancel the immediate growth dreams and allow slippage to 1299p.
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Previous Report:

21/06/2016 All EasyJet needs are mid-price trades ABOVE 1537 to continue acceleration toward an initial 1553 with secondary (if initial
exceeded) at 1640/1701. The mid-price would require to trade BELOW 1402 to cancel the immediate growth dreams and allow slippage to
1299p.
The inset on the chart shows something curious. We were uncertain whether a trend was a trend. But the refusal to permit EZJ to close above
1520 makes us suspect the faces reversal toward 1429 / 1402p

View Previous EasyJet & Big Picture ***

LSE:GKP Gulf Keystone Close Mid-Price: 5 Percentage Change: + 5.26% Day High: 5.1 Day Low: 4.65

If the price of Gulf Keystone manages to move ABOVE 5.1, initial UP target becomes 5.93 with secondary (if initial bettered) at 7.6. In the
event of the movement being triggered, the price would require to fall BELOW 4 to cancel the potentials and allow weakness to 2.75p.

By the smallest of amounts, GKP has now closed above the immediate downtrend. Thankfully, 'they' proved it was indeed a trend by the
moves on the 15th. Currently there is clear air until the next issue level at 8.5p
Previous Report:

15/06/2016 If the price of Gulf Keystone manages to move ABOVE 5.07, initial UP target becomes 5.93 with secondary (if initial bettered) at
7.6. In the event of the movement being triggered, the price would require to fall BELOW 4 to cancel the potentials and allow weakness to
2.75p.
By the smallest of amounts, GKP has now closed above the immediate downtrend. Thankfully, 'they' proved it was indeed a trend by the
moves on the 15th. Currently there is clear air until the next issue level at 8.5p

View Previous Gulf Keystone & Big Picture ***

LSE:GLEN Glencore Xstra Close Mid-Price: 152.95 Percentage Change: + 2.75% Day High: 155.45 Day Low:
149.4

Target met. All Glencore Xstra needs are mid-price trades ABOVE 155.45 to improve acceleration toward an initial 160.5 with secondary (if
initial exceeded) at 166.5. The mid-price would require to trade BELOW 127 to cancel the immediate growth dreams and allow slippage to
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119/97p.
From the point at which this completed the session, it looks like 193p is presenting itself as a major point of interest.
Previous Report:

22/06/2016 In the event of Glencore Xstra enjoying further trades beyond 151.15, the share should experience improved acceleration toward
an initial 156 with secondary (if initial bettered) at 166.50. It would require trading BELOW 127 to cancel the upward ambitions and instead,
allow relaxation to 119/97p.

View Previous Glencore Xstra & Big Picture ***

LSE:HL. Hargreaves Lansdown Close Mid-Price: 1389 Percentage Change: + 0.58% Day High: 1413 Day Low:
1376

Target met. Continued trades against HL. with a mid-price ABOVE 1413 should improve the share value to firstly 1469 with secondary (if initial
bested) at 1517. The share would require to weaken BELOW 1330 to scrub the upward potentials and allow slippage to 1216/1170p.
Longer term, the ruling attraction has become 1629p.
Previous Report:

22/06/2016 Target met. All Hargreaves Lansdown needs are mid-price trades ABOVE 1391 to improve acceleration toward an initial 1407 with
secondary (if initial exceeded) at 1494. The mid-price would require to trade BELOW 1330 to cancel the immediate growth dreams and allow
slippage to 1216 with secondary 1170p.
This has behaved with remarkable similarity to the retail banks and presumably will be painted with whatever brush fits come Friday.

View Previous Hargreaves Lansdown & Big Picture ***

LSE:HSBA HSBC Close Mid-Price: 454.45 Percentage Change: + 2.35% Day High: 454.45 Day Low: 443.4

Further movement against HSBC ABOVE 454.45 should improve acceleration toward an initial 466 with secondary (if initial bettered) at
477/515. The price would require to slip BELOW 432 to cancel the potentials and allow weakness to 427 / 397p.
Previous Report:
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21/06/2016 Target met. If HSBC experiences continued weakness below 432.2, it will invariably lead to 427 with secondary (if broken) at a
longer term 397. The share requires to sneak ABOVE 448 to void the drop potentials and allow strength to 477/515p.

View Previous HSBC & Big Picture ***

LSE:IEH Intelligent energy. Close Mid-Price: 10 Percentage Change: -4.76% Day High: 11.75 Day Low: 10

In the event Intelligent energy experiences weakness below 10 it calculates with a drop potential of 9.5 with secondary (if broken) at a longer
term 8p. The share requires to trade ABOVE 15.5 to void the drop potentials and allow strength to 16/18p.
Previous Report:

20/06/2016 In the event Intelligent energy experiences weakness below 10.5 it calculates with a drop potential of 9.5 with secondary (if
broken) at a longer term 8p. The share requires to trade ABOVE 15.5 to void the drop potentials and allow strength to 16/18p.

View Previous Intelligent energy & Big Picture ***

LSE:IGG IG Group Close Mid-Price: 840 Percentage Change: + 2.13% Day High: 840 Day Low: 820

Target met. In the event of IG Group enjoying further trades beyond 840, the share should experience improved acceleration toward an initial
863 with secondary (if initial bettered) at 900. It would require trading BELOW 767 to cancel the upward ambitions and instead, allow
relaxation to 733/715p.

Interesting to note we have two quite different logic pointing at 900p on this cycle.
Previous Report:

08/06/2016 Further movement against IG Group ABOVE 824 should improve acceleration toward an initial 834 with secondary (if initial
bettered) at 862. The price would require to slip BELOW 752 to cancel the potentials and allow weakness to 733/715p.
Hopefully the market remains positive as this has done everything needed to achieve 834p on the current price cycle.
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View Previous IG Group & Big Picture ***

LSE:IHG Intercontinental Hotels Group Close Mid-Price: 2723 Percentage Change: + 2.68% Day High: 2763
Day Low: 2672

All Intercontinental Hotels Group needs are mid-price trades ABOVE 2763 to improve acceleration toward an initial 2828 with secondary (if

initial exceeded) at 3025. The mid-price would require to trade BELOW 2534 to cancel the immediate growth dreams and allow slippage to
2397/2081p.

Previous Report:

16/06/2016 Weakness on Intercontinental Hotels Group below 2504 will still lead to 2397 with secondary (if broken) at a longer term 2081.
The share requires to move ABOVE 2710 to cancel the immediate drop potentials and allow improvement to 2849 / 3025p.
It starts to appear 2397 will provoke a bounce of some sort.

View Previous Intercontinental Hotels Group & Big Picture ***

LSE:IPF International Personal Finance Close Mid-Price: 298.5 Downtrend now: 312.542 Uptrend now: 0
Percentage Change: + 2.05% Day High: 302.6 Day Low: 292.1

Target met. Continued trades against IPF with a mid-price ABOVE 302.6 should improve the share value to firstly 313 with secondary (if initial
bested) at 350p. The share would require to weaken BELOW 249 to scrub the upward potentials and allow slippage to 232/227p.
Previous Report:

20/06/2016 Target met. Further movement against International Personal Finance ABOVE 294.5 should improve acceleration toward an initial
300 with secondary (if initial bettered) at 313. The price would require to slip BELOW 245 to cancel the potentials and allow weakness to
232/227p.
By 1.2p, this is apparently about to move confidently toward a longer term 350p. Closure above 313p makes it pretty certain.
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View Previous International Personal Finance & Big Picture ***

LSE:LLOY Lloyds Grp. Close Mid-Price: 72.15 Percentage Change: + 2.27% Day High: 72.15 Day Low: 70.01

Further movement against Lloyds Grp. ABOVE 72.15 should improve acceleration toward 73.3 with secondary (if initial bettered) at 79.3. The
price would require to slip BELOW 61 to cancel the potentials and allow weakness to 55.5p.

If we regard the downtrend since 2007 as the ruling force, this will embark on a path to 90p once it actually CLOSES above 73.3p. Of course,
like everything else, it has a circled manipulation gap. Or five...
Previous Report:

22/06/2016 Further movement against Lloyds Grp. ABOVE 71.5 should improve acceleration toward an initial 73.3 with secondary (if initial
bettered) at 77/79.3. The price would require to slip BELOW 61 to cancel the potentials and allow weakness to 55.5p.
It now needs above 72.8 to cancel the potential of 55p making an appearance. Quite odd this is above a downtrend since 2007 but visually is
being stuffed by moves in the last year.

View Previous Lloyds Grp. & Big Picture ***

LSE:NG. National Glug. Close Mid-Price: 979.5 Percentage Change: -0.44% Day High: 993 Day Low: 974.1

Continued trades against NG. with a mid-price ABOVE 993 should improve the share value to firstly 1003 with secondary (if initial bested) at
1020/1063. The share would require to weaken BELOW 945 to scrub the upward potentials and allow slippage to 925/875p.

At first glance this looks positive but the inset shows the share STILL HAS NOT closed above the prior uptrend. As a result, caution advised
as 925p remains possible.
Previous Report:

22/06/2016 Continued trades against NG. with a mid-price ABOVE 992.7 should improve the share value to firstly 1003 with secondary (if
initial bested) at 1020/1063. The share would require to weaken BELOW 945 to scrub the upward potentials and allow slippage to 925/875p.
At first glance this looks positive but the inset shows the share actually HAS NOT closed above the prior uptrend. As a result, caution advised
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as 925p remains possible.

View Previous National Glug & Big Picture ***

LSE:OXIG Oxford Instruments Close Mid-Price: 769.5 Percentage Change: + 3.43% Day High: 770 Day Low:
738

Target met. Further movement against Oxford Instruments ABOVE 770 should improve acceleration toward an initial 780 with secondary (if
initial bettered) at 802. The price would require to slip BELOW 635 to cancel the potentials and allow weakness to 600/575p.
We are supposed to admit this is now bedazzled by a longer term 961p from the point at which it closed the 24th.
Previous Report:

22/06/2016 All Oxford Instruments needs are mid-price trades ABOVE 760 to improve acceleration toward an initial 770 with secondary (if
initial exceeded) at 780/802. The mid-price would require to trade BELOW 635 to cancel the immediate growth dreams and allow slippage to
600/675p.

View Previous Oxford Instruments & Big Picture ***

LSE:RBS Royal Bank Scot Close Mid-Price: 250.5 Percentage Change: + 1.58% Day High: 255.6 Day Low:
246.5

Target met. In the event of Royal Bank Scot enjoying further trades beyond 255.6, the share should experience improved acceleration toward

an initial 267 with secondary (if initial bettered) at 309. It would require trading BELOW 210 to cancel the upward ambitions and instead, allow
relaxation to 200p.
It has gaps!
Previous Report:

22/06/2016 Target met. Further movement against Royal Bank Scot ABOVE 249.2 should improve acceleration toward an initial 254 with
secondary (if initial bettered) at 263. The price would require to slip BELOW 210 to cancel the potentials and allow weakness to 200p.
Not much more to say. As the inset shows, it did not close above the trend.
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View Previous Royal Bank Scot & Big Picture ***

LSE:RMG Royal Male Close Mid-Price: 541 Percentage Change: + 0.37% Day High: 549 Day Low: 536.5

Target met. All Royal Male needs are mid-price trades ABOVE 549 to improve acceleration toward an initial 554 with secondary (if initial
exceeded) at 569/576. The mid-price would require to trade BELOW 503 to cancel the immediate growth dreams and allow slippage to
449/415p.

Previous Report:

01/06/2016 Further movement against Royal Male ABOVE 544 should improve acceleration toward an initial 550.6 with secondary (if initial
bettered) at 569. The price would require to slip BELOW 483 to cancel the potentials and allow weakness to 449/415p.
Hopefully the market remains positive as this has ticked all the boxes to eventually achieve 569p

View Previous Royal Male & Big Picture ***

LSE:RTHM Close Mid-Price: 27.5 Percentage Change: + 8.91% Day High: 30 Day Low: 26

Target met. Continued trades against RTHM with a mid-price ABOVE 30 should improve the share value to firstly 32 with secondary (if initial
bested) at 34.5. The share would require to weaken BELOW 18 to scrub the upward potentials and allow slippage to 15p.
Previous Report:

22/06/2016 Target met. In the event of enjoying further trades beyond 25.25, the share should experience improved acceleration toward an
initial 28 with secondary (if initial bettered) at 32. It would require trading BELOW 18 to cancel the upward ambitions and instead, allow
relaxation to 15p.
We're starting to suspect 32p will be attained, if market conditions permit.
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View Previous & Big Picture ***

LSE:SGP Supergroup Close Mid-Price: 1493 Percentage Change: + 3.25% Day High: 1514 Day Low: 1448

In the event of Supergroup enjoying further trades beyond 1514, the share should experience improved acceleration toward an initial 1527

with secondary (if initial bettered) at 1636. It would require trading BELOW 1297 to cancel the upward ambitions and instead, allow relaxation
to 1162/1133p.

As the chart shows, this is a bit fascinating. The price has been gapped back above the downtrend, into the realms of sanity. This looks game
changing and closure above 1500p will tend suggest a strong future.
Previous Report:

03/06/2016 In the event of Supergroup enjoying further trades beyond 1500, the share should experience improved acceleration toward an
initial 1527 with secondary (if initial bettered) at 1636. It would require trading BELOW 1197 to cancel the upward ambitions and instead, allow
relaxation to 1162/1133p.
As the chart shows, this is a bit fascinating. The price has been gapped back above the downtrend, into the realms of sanity. This looks game
changing and closure above 1500p will tend suggest a strong future.

View Previous Supergroup & Big Picture ***

LSE:SL. Standard Life Close Mid-Price: 343.3 Percentage Change: + 0.76% Day High: 349.7 Day Low: 339

All Standard Life needs are mid-price trades ABOVE 350 to improve acceleration toward an initial 354 with secondary (if initial exceeded) at
379. The mid-price would require to trade BELOW 299 to cancel the immediate growth dreams and allow slippage to 284/260p.

The share closed above the downtrend, making 379p viable apparently. We'll hold off on the party popper due to the glass ceiling at 343p.
Closure above and a longer term UP future to 390 makes sense.
Previous Report:

22/06/2016 All Standard Life needs are mid-price trades ABOVE 343.5 to improve acceleration toward an initial 354 with secondary (if initial
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exceeded) at 379. The mid-price would require to trade BELOW 295 to cancel the immediate growth dreams and allow slippage to 284/260p.
The share closed above the downtrend, making 379p viable apparently. We'll hold off on the party popper due to the glass ceiling at 343p.
Closure above and yes, a longer term UP future awaits.

View Previous Standard Life & Big Picture ***

LSE:STAN Standard Chartered Close Mid-Price: 578.2 Percentage Change: + 2.03% Day High: 580.2 Day Low:
559

Target met. In the event of Standard Chartered enjoying further trades beyond 580.2, the share should experience improved acceleration
toward an initial 598 with secondary (if initial bettered) at 619. It would require trading BELOW 502 to cancel the upward ambitions and
instead, allow relaxation to 471/441p.
Previous Report:

21/06/2016 Further movement against Standard Chartered ABOVE 560 should improve acceleration toward an initial 562 with secondary (if
initial bettered) at 598. The price would require to slip BELOW 499 to cancel the potentials and allow weakness to 471/441p.
If the GaGa game remains valied, this just ticked a very dangerous box which allows 394p

View Previous Standard Chartered & Big Picture ***

LSE:TLW Tullow Close Mid-Price: 267.9 Percentage Change: + 5.39% Day High: 268.2 Day Low: 250.2

Further movement against Tullow ABOVE 269 should improve acceleration toward an initial 272 with secondary (if initial bettered) at 295. The
price would require to slip BELOW 224 to cancel the potentials and allow weakness to 222/197p.
If this is growing due to BRENT, it appears some stutters at 272 are expected.
Previous Report:

08/06/2016 Further movement against Tullow ABOVE 261 should improve acceleration toward an initial 272 with secondary (if initial bettered)
at 295. The price would require to slip BELOW 224 to cancel the potentials and allow weakness to 222/197p.
If this is growing due to BRENT, it appears some stutters at 272 are expected.
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View Previous Tullow & Big Picture ***

LSE:TW. Taylor Wimpey Close Mid-Price: 192.4 Percentage Change: + 2.23% Day High: 193.4 Day Low: 188.3

All Taylor Wimpey needs are mid-price trades ABOVE 193.4 to improve acceleration toward an initial 195.6 with secondary (if initial exceeded)
at 208 / 223. The mid-price would require to trade BELOW 167 to cancel the immediate growth dreams and allow slippage to 152p.
Previous Report:

16/06/2016 If Taylor Wimpey experiences continued weakness below 167, it will invariably lead to 164 with secondary (if broken) at a longer
term 152. The share requires to sneak ABOVE 192 to void the drop potentials and allow strength to 217/223p.
To repeat, this is a nightmare. It had been doing well but as the chart shows, it appears to have suffered a GaGa movement, something we'd
been cautious about but now the price has closed below RED, it's facing a bottom of 146p.
If there is going to be a fake bounce, ideally it will occur just above 164p.

View Previous Taylor Wimpey & Big Picture ***

LSE:XEL Xcite Energy Close Mid-Price: 7.9 Percentage Change: + 17.04% Day High: 8.01 Day Low: 7

Xcite Energy share price requires to recover ABOVE 10.5 to wipe the drop potentials and allow a gain in the direction of 16p. Weakness
against XEL taking the price below 6 calculates as leading to an initial 5.5 with secondary (if broken) at a longer term 1.73.
Previous Report:

17/06/2016 Target met. Continued weakness against XEL taking the price below 6 calculates as leading to an initial 5.5 with secondary (if
broken) at a longer term 1.73. Xcite Energy share price requires to recover ABOVE 10.5 to wipe the drop potentials and allow a gain in the
direction of 16p.
This is horrible as, realistically, we're forced to accept our big picture bottom at 1.45 risks making an appearance.
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View Previous Xcite Energy & Big Picture ***

*** End of "Updated Today" comments on shares. Listed below are
those where commentary remains valid.

SECTION TWO

Click Epic to jump to share
:

LSE:AFC AFC Energy** **

LSE:AGM Applied Graph.** **
LSE:ASC Asos** **

LSE:BDEV Barrett Devs** **
LSE:BLVN Bowleven** **

LSE:BOR Borders and Southern** **
LSE:BP. BP PLC** **

LSE:BPC Bahamas Pet** **
LSE:CAR Carclo** **

LSE:CBUY Cloudbuy** **

LSE:CLLN CARILLION PLC** **
LSE:DGE Diageo** **

LSE:EME Empyrean** **
LSE:EMG MAN** **

LSE:FGP Firstgroup** **
LSE:FRES Fresnillo** **
LSE:GENL Genel** **

LSE:HOME Home Retail Group** **
LSE:HUR Hurricane** **

LSE:IGAS Igas Energy** **
LSE:IQE IQE** **
LSE:ITV ITV** **

LSE:KAZ Kaz Minerals** **
LSE:LMI LonMin** **

LSE:MKS Marks and Spencer** **
LSE:MONI Monitise** **

LSE:MOS Mobile Streams** **
LSE:NIPT Premaltha** **

LSE:OPG OPG Power Ventures** **
LSE:PMG Parkmead** **
LSE:PMO Premier** **

LSE:POG Petrop etc** **

LSE:POL Polo Resources** **
LSE:POLY Polymetal** **
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LSE:PPC President Energy** **
LSE:PROX Proxama** **
LSE:QFI Quadrise** **
LSE:RED REDT** **

LSE:RKH Rockhopper** **
LSE:RR. Rolls Royce** **
LSE:RXP Roxi Pet.** **

LSE:SBRY Sainsbury** **
LSE:SCLP Scancell** **

LSE:SDY Speedyhire** **
LSE:SHP Shire** **

LSE:SUMM Summit** **
LSE:TAN Tanfield** **

LSE:TCG Thomas Cook Group** **
LSE:TPL Tethys** **

LSE:TSCO Tesco** **

LSE:VED Vedanta** **

LSE:VOD Vodafone** **

LSE:VOG VICTORIA** **

LSE:WTG Watchstone** **
LSE:ZOL Zoldav** **

********

LSE:AFC AFC Energy
. Close Mid-Price: 11.12 Day High: 11Day Low: 11

From: 17/06/2016 - Continued weakness against AFC taking the price below 10.5 calculates as leading to an initial 10 with secondary (if
broken) at 9p. AFC Energy share price requires to recover ABOVE 15 to wipe the drop potentials and allow a gain in the direction of
20.25/25p.

The problem this faces is, closure below 9 triggers an argument for 5p.

View Previous AFC Energy & Big Picture ***

LSE:AGM Applied Graph.. Close Mid-Price: 157.5 Day High: 157.5Day Low: 157.5

From: 17/06/2016 - Target met. Weakness on Applied Graph. below 160 will invariably lead to 147 with secondary (if broken) at a longer term
118. The share requires to move ABOVE 176 to cancel the immediate drop potentials and allow improvement to 206/212p.
This is one the edge of making 118p inevitable. Closure below 155 ticks the final box on the coffin...
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View Previous Applied Graph. & Big Picture ***

LSE:ASC Asos. Close Mid-Price: 3845 Day High: 3897Day Low: 3815

From: 15/04/2016 - Target met. In the event of Asos enjoying further trades beyond 3912, the share should experience improved acceleration
toward an initial 3981 with secondary (if initial bettered) at 4350. It would require trading BELOW 3200 to cancel the upward ambitions and
instead, allow relaxation to 3037/2539p.

View Previous Asos & Big Picture ***

LSE:BDEV Barrett Devs. Close Mid-Price: 577.5 Day High: 579.5Day Low: 566.5

From: 16/06/2016 - Weakness on Barrett Devs below 509 will invariably lead to 497 with secondary (if broken) at a longer term 478. The share
requires to move ABOVE 581 to cancel the immediate drop potentials and allow improvement to 648p.
This is getting worse by the day as, should RED break, we are now expecting 438p.
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View Previous Barrett Devs & Big Picture ***

LSE:BLVN Bowleven. Close Mid-Price: 21.25 Day High: 21.5Day Low: 20.75

From: 25/05/2016 - Target met. In the event Bowleven experiences weakness below 19.25 it calculates with a drop potential of 18.75 with

secondary (if broken) at a longer term 17p. The share requires to trade ABOVE 24 to void the drop potentials and allow strength to 25/28p.
We still feel it intends 11p in the fullness of misery.

View Previous Bowleven & Big Picture ***

LSE:BOR Borders and Southern. Close Mid-Price: 1.88 Day High: 1.85Day Low: 1.85

From: 6/01/2016 - Target met. Continued trades against BOR with a mid-price ABOVE 2.9 should improve the share value to firstly 3.03 with

secondary (if initial bested) at 3.33 / 3.75p. The share would require to weaken BELOW 1.5 to scrub the upward potentials and allow slippage
to 0.9p.

Until the price actually CLOSES above 3.5p, we'd suggest keeping optimism on the back burner as it seems a glass ceiling awaits at such a
point.
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View Previous Borders and Southern & Big Picture ***

LSE:BP. BP PLC. Close Mid-Price: 386.95 Day High: 389.35Day Low: 381.65

From: 22/06/2016 - Continued trades against BP. with a mid-price ABOVE 389 should improve the share value to firstly 393 with secondary (if
initial bested) at 423. The share would require to weaken BELOW 356 to scrub the upward potentials and allow slippage to 320/305p.

This is now appearing our long term 443p is realistic. If playing safe, waiting till it closes above the invisible glass ceiling around 400p makes
some sense.

View Previous BP PLC & Big Picture ***

LSE:BPC Bahamas Pet. Close Mid-Price: 1.63 Day High: 0Day Low: 0

From: 8/02/2016 - Target met. In the event of Bahamas Pet enjoying further trades beyond 2.7, the share should experience improved

acceleration toward an initial 3p with secondary (if initial bettered) at 3.25 / 5p. It would require trading BELOW 1.52 to cancel the upward
ambitions and instead, allow relaxation to 0.9p.
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View Previous Bahamas Pet & Big Picture ***

LSE:CAR Carclo. Close Mid-Price: 163.75 Day High: 164.25Day Low: 157

From: 16/06/2016 - In the event Carclo experiences weakness below 148 it calculates with a drop potential of 143 with secondary (if broken)
at a longer term 127/120. The share requires to trade ABOVE 169 to void the drop potentials and allow strength to 173.25/176.5p.

Visually, we can hope 143 will provide some sort of bounce but the big deal level remains at 170p as closure above executes a game
changing long term move.

View Previous Carclo & Big Picture ***

LSE:CBUY Cloudbuy. Close Mid-Price: 5.38 Day High: 5.38Day Low: 5.38

From: 16/06/2016 - Weakness on Cloudbuy below 5.12 will invariably lead to 4.65 with secondary (if broken) at a longer term 4.35/3.12. The
share requires to move ABOVE 6.75 to cancel the immediate drop potentials and allow improvement to 9/10p.
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View Previous Cloudbuy & Big Picture ***

LSE:CLLN CARILLION PLC. Close Mid-Price: 278.8 Day High: 280Day Low: 271.7

From: 16/06/2016 - Continued weakness against CLLN taking the price below 253 calculates as leading to an initial 248 with secondary (if

broken) at a longer term 239. CARILLION PLC share price requires to recover ABOVE 298 to wipe the drop potentials and allow a gain in the
direction of 326/355p. {near term 284p expects an initial 291 with secondary 300p, hopefully giving warning of a trend break upward}
However, it looks like 248 is beig designated as a bounce level.

View Previous CARILLION PLC & Big Picture ***

LSE:DGE Diageo. Close Mid-Price: 1833 Day High: 1875Day Low: 1826.5

From: 14/06/2016 - Target met. If Diageo experiences continued weakness below 1737, it will invariably lead to 1723 with secondary (if
broken) at a longer term 1664. The share requires to sneak ABOVE 1894 to void the drop potentials and allow strength to 1978/2085p.
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View Previous Diageo & Big Picture ***

LSE:EME Empyrean. Close Mid-Price: 6.5 Day High: 6.5Day Low: 6.38

From: 18/01/2016 - Target met. All Empyrean needs are mid-price trades ABOVE 8.88 to improve acceleration toward an initial 10.75 with

secondary (if initial exceeded) at 12. The mid-price would require to trade BELOW 4.195 to cancel the immediate growth dreams and allow
slippage to 2.5p.

We've decided the BLUE trend will prove critical but currently, it implies the price needs better 12.625 before any rise dare be taken seriously!
CLOSURE above 8p will prove a really big deal.

View Previous Empyrean & Big Picture ***

LSE:EMG MAN. Close Mid-Price: 125.5 Day High: 126.4Day Low: 122.9

From: 16/06/2016 - Weakness on MAN below 111 will invariably lead to 102 with secondary (if broken) at a longer term 79. The share requires
to move ABOVE 134 to cancel the immediate drop potentials and allow improvement to 150p.

This has turned into a massacre as our big picture now claims this intends head to 61p. Given the circled gap at 82p, it seems a bit of an
overshoot.
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View Previous MAN & Big Picture ***

LSE:FGP Firstgroup. Close Mid-Price: 103.2 Day High: 104.1Day Low: 99.85

From: 17/06/2016 - Weakness on Firstgroup below 93 will invariably lead to 88 with secondary (if broken) at a longer term 81. The share
requires to move ABOVE 116.1 to cancel the immediate drop potentials and allow improvement to 119/125p.

Presumably these clowns said something stupid in public as it was looking strong for a couple of days and now, looks increasingly like 81p
instead.

View Previous Firstgroup & Big Picture ***

LSE:FRES Fresnillo. Close Mid-Price: 1239 Day High: 1248Day Low: 1214

From: 16/06/2016 - Continued trades against FRES with a mid-price ABOVE 1263 should improve the share value to firstly 1286 with

secondary (if initial bested) at 1325. The share would require to weaken BELOW 1000 to scrub the upward potentials and allow slippage to
955/900p.

Longer term growth to 1286 is still looking possible and visually, for a 12 quid share, it is already probably close enough.
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View Previous Fresnillo & Big Picture ***

LSE:GENL Genel. Close Mid-Price: 137.75 Day High: 138.5Day Low: 134.75

From: 8/06/2016 - Target met. Further movement against Genel ABOVE 147.5 should improve acceleration toward an initial 152.5 with

secondary (if initial bettered) at 179. The price would require to slip BELOW 120 to cancel the potentials and allow weakness to 110 / 83p.

View Previous Genel & Big Picture ***

LSE:HOME Home Retail Group. Close Mid-Price: 159.9 Day High: 160.1Day Low: 158.7

From: 22/06/2016 - All Home Retail Group needs are mid-price trades ABOVE 161.3 to improve acceleration toward an initial 162.75 with

secondary (if initial exceeded) at 176/184. The mid-price would require to trade BELOW 152 to cancel the immediate growth dreams and allow
slippage to 142p
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View Previous Home Retail Group & Big Picture ***

LSE:HUR Hurricane. Close Mid-Price: 16.25 Day High: 16.5Day Low: 16

From: 18/05/2016 - Target met. Further movement against Hurricane ABOVE 19.5 should improve acceleration toward an initial 20.75 with
secondary (if initial bettered) at 23p. The price would require to slip BELOW 13.25 to cancel the potentials and allow weakness to 10/5.2p.
Whatever is making this fly is tending suggest 23p is the driving ambition.

View Previous Hurricane & Big Picture ***

LSE:IGAS Igas Energy. Close Mid-Price: 16.5 Day High: 17Day Low: 16

From: 20/06/2016 - Weakness on Igas Energy below 14 will invariably lead to 13 with secondary (if broken) at a longer term 8.5p. The share
requires to move ABOVE 20.5 to cancel the immediate drop potentials and allow improvement to 24/32p.
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View Previous Igas Energy & Big Picture ***

LSE:IQE IQE. Close Mid-Price: 18.25 Day High: 18.5Day Low: 18.25

From: 16/06/2016 - Target met. Weakness on IQE below 17.25 will invariably lead to 15.5 with secondary (if broken) at a longer term 11.5p.
The share requires to move ABOVE 20 to cancel the immediate drop potentials and allow improvement to 26.5/28.5p.

The share has now closed below RED, not a great idea. We suspect it needs a miracle as 11.5p is looking attractive in the future.

View Previous IQE & Big Picture ***

LSE:ITV ITV. Close Mid-Price: 219.2 Day High: 219.8Day Low: 214.5

From: 16/06/2016 - Weakness below 195 calculates with a drop potential of 187 with secondary (if broken) at a longer term 161p. The share
requires to trade ABOVE 223 to void the drop potentials and allow strength to 252/274p.

It looks like 187p now has bounce potentials. It was 196p but continued small forced gaps down have changed it to a lower level.
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View Previous ITV & Big Picture ***

LSE:KAZ Kaz Minerals. Close Mid-Price: 139.8 Day High: 142.4Day Low: 136.1

From: 16/06/2016 - If Kaz Minerals experiences continued weakness below 128, it will invariably lead to 124.8 with secondary (if broken) at a
longer term 110. The share requires to sneak ABOVE 152 to void the immediate drop potentials and allow strength to 205/220p.

View Previous Kaz Minerals & Big Picture ***

LSE:LMI LonMin. Close Mid-Price: 178.5 Day High: 182.75Day Low: 173

From: 17/05/2016 - Target met. Continued trades against LMI with a mid-price ABOVE 205 should improve the share value to firstly 209 with
secondary (if initial bested) at 218. The share would require to weaken BELOW 150 to scrub the upward potentials and allow slippage to
132/110p.

It seems our suspicion of 218 being a major point of interest will probably prove correct. We just wish it had closed a tad above 205p
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View Previous LonMin & Big Picture ***

LSE:MKS Marks and Spencer. Close Mid-Price: 366.3 Day High: 369.7Day Low: 360.9

From: 16/06/2016 - Target met. If Marks and Spencer experiences continued weakness below 341, it will invariably lead to 337 with secondary
(if broken) at a longer term 331/295. The share requires to sneak ABOVE 381 to void the drop potentials and allow strength to 391.5/483p.
Increasingly, it looking like 331p should have a trampoline effect.

View Previous Marks and Spencer & Big Picture ***

LSE:MONI Monitise. Close Mid-Price: 2.8 Day High: 2.95Day Low: 2.7

From: 1/06/2016 - Target Met. Hopefully this manages some sort of bounce but unless it creeps above a near term 3.3p. we dare not take it
seriously. The situation now is of weakness below 2.6 achieving 2.4 / 2.22 but the danger comes if RED breaks 'cos realistically it should
bottom at 1p or so. Above 3.3p still points at 4p.
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View Previous Monitise & Big Picture ***

LSE:MOS Mobile Streams. Close Mid-Price: 4.25 Day High: 4.25Day Low: 4.25

From: 19/05/2016 - Target met. But... Continued weakness against MOS taking the price below 3.75 calculates as leading to an initial 2.8 with
secondary (if broken) at a longer term 2p. Mobile Streams share price requires to recover ABOVE 7.4 to wipe the drop potentials and allow a
gain in the direction of 8.5/11p.

It looks like 2.875 has been designated as a potential bounce point.

View Previous Mobile Streams & Big Picture ***

LSE:NIPT Premaltha. Close Mid-Price: 9.62 Day High: 9.62Day Low: 9.62

From: 20/05/2016 - Weakness on Premaltha below 8.62 will invariably lead to 8.49 with secondary (if broken) at a longer term 6.8/2.9. The
share requires to move ABOVE 12.75 to cancel the immediate drop potentials and allow improvement to 18p.
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View Previous Premaltha & Big Picture ***

LSE:OPG OPG Power Ventures. Close Mid-Price: 67.62 Day High: 67.62Day Low: 67.25

From: 15/06/2016 - Continued weakness against OPG taking the price below 66.5 calculates as leading to an initial 64 with secondary (if

broken) at a longer term 61. OPG Power Ventures share price requires to recover ABOVE 74.25 to wipe the drop potentials and allow a gain
in the direction of 75.5/87p.

It looks like 61p will provide a bounce of sorts.

View Previous OPG Power Ventures & Big Picture ***

LSE:PMG Parkmead. Close Mid-Price: 52.88 Day High: 53.75Day Low: 51.75

From: 4/03/2016 - Target met. Further movement against Parkmead ABOVE 67.25 should improve acceleration toward an initial 69.75 with
secondary (if initial bettered) at 72. The price would require to slip BELOW 43 to cancel the potentials and allow weakness to 25p.

There is a pretty firm argument favouring 94p on the immediate cycle but we suspect BLUE - currently 77.221 - will doubtless provide a stutter
in any continued growth.
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View Previous Parkmead & Big Picture ***

LSE:PMO Premier. Close Mid-Price: 75 Day High: 75Day Low: 70.5

From: 8/06/2016 - Continued movement above 81 now suggest 104 with secondary 133p.
The price needs break 56p to cause alarm, along with a trip to 41 / 32

View Previous Premier & Big Picture ***

LSE:POG Petrop etc. Close Mid-Price: 7.58 Day High: 7.8Day Low: 7.55

From: 17/06/2016 - Target met. In the event of Petrop etc enjoying further trades beyond 8.68, the share should experience improved

acceleration toward an initial 8.97 with secondary (if initial bettered) at 9.6. It would require trading BELOW 7.5 to cancel the upward ambitions
and instead, allow relaxation to 7p / 6.5p.

If it now closes above 8.5p, we shall be inclined to anticipate our 9.6 becoming real.
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View Previous Petrop etc & Big Picture ***

LSE:POL Polo Resources. Close Mid-Price: 4.13 Day High: 0Day Low: 0

From: 18/04/2016 - Target Met. Further oomphs above 5.2 point at 5.75 with secondary 6.3p. We were a bit concerned at the reversal from the
opening high but the low of 4.2 was a rather precise undoing of the initial high. Despite the insane swings, the share would still need below 3p
to allow 2.45 / 1,8 but visually it doesn't stink.

By 0.025p, the share closed in a position suggesting continued growth to 5.75 is a viable proposition.

View Previous Polo Resources & Big Picture ***

LSE:POLY Polymetal. Close Mid-Price: 870.5 Day High: 870.5Day Low: 848

From: 8/06/2016 - Our long term 1196 remains viable. Further growth above 924 expects 928 next with secondary 975p. It needs below 800
just to raise an eyebrow as this permits 720 with secondary 606p.

Normal 'rules' tell us to be comfortable about 1196p but we've a private in-house one which demands the price must now close above 975p to
signal the final step upward.
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View Previous Polymetal & Big Picture ***

LSE:PPC President Energy. Close Mid-Price: 7.62 Day High: 0Day Low: 0

From: 14/03/2016 - Target met. All President Energy needs are mid-price trades ABOVE 8.5 to improve acceleration toward an initial 9p with
secondary (if initial exceeded) at 10.5. The mid-price would require to trade BELOW 5.1 to cancel the immediate growth dreams and allow
slippage to 3.73p.

If normal rules apply, this intends get to 11.75p on the current price cycle. But visually it certainly appears our 10.5 thing will provoke some
stutters.

View Previous President Energy & Big Picture ***

LSE:PROX Proxama. Close Mid-Price: 0.72 Day High: 0.72Day Low: 0.72

From: 21/06/2016 - Target met. Continued weakness against PROX taking the price below 0.7 calculates as leading to an initial 0.59 with

secondary (if broken) at a longer term 0.4p. Proxama share price requires to recover ABOVE 1.38 to wipe the drop potentials and allow a gain
in the direction of 1.5/2.3p.

Miracle needed as this looks like 0.4p is destined.
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View Previous Proxama & Big Picture ***

LSE:QFI Quadrise. Close Mid-Price: 12 Day High: 0Day Low: 0

From: 17/03/2016 - Target met (ish). Continued trades against QFI with a mid-price ABOVE 15 should improve the share value to firstly 16.5

with secondary (if initial bested) at 21. The share would require to weaken BELOW 10.4 to scrub the upward potentials and allow slippage to
9.5/6.7p.

View Previous Quadrise & Big Picture ***

LSE:RED REDT. Close Mid-Price: 8.25 Day High: 8.25Day Low: 8.25

From: 18/05/2016 - If REDT experiences continued weakness below 6.875, it will invariably lead to 6.7 with secondary (if broken) at a longer
term 5.5. The share requires to sneak ABOVE 10 to void the drop potentials and allow strength to 10.5 / 11.25p.

This is starting to look like 5.5 will make a guest appearance and now, price movements have ticked the final box. Some positive news is
urgently required.
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View Previous REDT & Big Picture ***

LSE:RKH Rockhopper. Close Mid-Price: 36 Day High: 37Day Low: 35.25

From: 29/04/2016 - Target met. Further movement against Rockhopper ABOVE 40.75 should improve acceleration toward an initial 42.5 with
secondary (if initial bettered) at 44.5. The price would require to slip BELOW 30 to cancel the potentials and allow weakness to 26/22p.
In fairness, we still suspect 42.5 will be beaten in favor of 44p. Hopefully they don't try to invade Argentina

View Previous Rockhopper & Big Picture ***

LSE:RR. Rolls Royce. Close Mid-Price: 644.5 Day High: 651.5Day Low: 634

From: 9/06/2016 - Further weakness below 588 now points at 566 next with secondary an extremely probable 542p. Given the share has a

gap at 530p, we can still suspect we are witnessing an exercise in housekeeping. It needs better 658 to void the immediate drop arguments
and enter a region with 816p.

It's going to 542p as a point of closure we still think.
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View Previous Rolls Royce & Big Picture ***

LSE:RXP Roxi Pet.. Close Mid-Price: 9.88 Day High: 10Day Low: 9.88

From: 14/06/2016 - Continued trades against RXP with a mid-price ABOVE 10.88 should improve the share value to firstly 11.11 with

secondary (if initial bested) at 12.7/14p. The share would require to weaken BELOW 8.6 to scrub the upward potentials and allow slippage to
8/7p.

View Previous Roxi Pet. & Big Picture ***

LSE:SBRY Sainsbury. Close Mid-Price: 246.5 Day High: 248.5Day Low: 244.6

From: 16/06/2016 - In the event Sainsbury experiences weakness below 228 it calculates with a drop potential of 224 with secondary (if
broken) at a longer term 211. The share requires to trade ABOVE 256 to void the drop potentials and allow strength to 298/334p.

We had expected 235 to provoke some sort of bounce but given the price has melted below, there is a risk any near term bounce is liable to
be fake due to the attraction of 211p.
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View Previous Sainsbury & Big Picture ***

LSE:SCLP Scancell. Close Mid-Price: 15.25 Day High: 15.25Day Low: 15.25

From: 21/06/2016 - In the event Scancell experiences weakness below 15.25 it calculates with a drop potential of 14.25 with secondary (if
broken) at a longer term 11. The share requires to trade ABOVE 20.75 to void the drop potentials and allow strength to 28p.

View Previous Scancell & Big Picture ***

LSE:SDY Speedyhire. Close Mid-Price: 36 Day High: 36Day Low: 34.5

From: 18/03/2016 - It moved! Continued trades against SDY with a mid-price ABOVE 40.5 should improve the share value to firstly 43 with
secondary (if initial bested) at 54. The share would require to weaken BELOW 33.75 to scrub the upward potentials and allow slippage to
30/20p.

We're fairly relaxed due to the price actually closing above the ruling downtrend. Longer term, while 76 is apparently possible, we expect the
54p level to provide some stutters.
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View Previous Speedyhire & Big Picture ***

LSE:SHP Shire. Close Mid-Price: 4048 Day High: 4138Day Low: 3992

From: 17/06/2016 - Continued weakness against SHP taking the price below 3942 calculates as leading to an initial 3877 with secondary (if

broken) at a longer term 3691. Shire share price requires to recover ABOVE 4290 to wipe the drop potentials and allow a gain in the direction
of 4450 / 4626p.

Visually, it seems 3691 would give a decent excuse for some sort of bounce.

View Previous Shire & Big Picture ***

LSE:SUMM Summit. Close Mid-Price: 105 Day High: 105Day Low: 102.5

From: 21/06/2016 - If Summit experiences continued weakness below 102.5, it will invariably lead to 99.5 with secondary (if broken) at a
longer term 79/46. The share requires to sneak ABOVE 125 to void the drop potentials and allow strength to 140/163p.
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View Previous Summit & Big Picture ***

LSE:TAN Tanfield. Close Mid-Price: 12.12 Day High: 12.5Day Low: 12.25

From: 27/05/2016 - If the price of Tanfield manages to CLOSE ABOVE 15, initial UP target becomes 16.25 with secondary (if initial bettered)
at 24/30. In the event of the movement being triggered, the price would require to fall BELOW 12.5 to cancel the potentials and allow
weakness to 11.5/10.75p.

View Previous Tanfield & Big Picture ***

LSE:TCG Thomas Cook Group. Close Mid-Price: 73.35 Day High: 73.35Day Low: 69.9

From: 14/06/2016 - Target met. Weakness on Thomas Cook Group below 60.1 will invariably lead to 55 with secondary (if broken) at a longer
term 42. The share requires to move ABOVE 76.5 to cancel the immediate drop potentials and allow improvement to 84/101p.

This has been a nightmare and it still looks like 42p will ultimately make an appearance. For light relief, we've circled a gap at 59p but... that
RED trend now looks inviting.
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View Previous Thomas Cook Group & Big Picture ***

LSE:TPL Tethys. Close Mid-Price: 1.62 Day High: 1.62Day Low: 1.62

From: 16/06/2016 - Target met. In the event Tethys experiences weakness below 1.38 it calculates with a drop potential of 1.25 with

secondary (if broken) at a longer term 0.65p. The share requires to trade ABOVE 2.04 to void the drop potentials and allow strength to 3.7p.

View Previous Tethys & Big Picture ***

LSE:TSCO Tesco. Close Mid-Price: 167.8 Day High: 173.75Day Low: 166.1

From: 14/06/2016 - Target met. Continued weakness against TSCO taking the price below 147.35 calculates as leading to an initial 146 with
secondary (if broken) at a longer term 136. Tesco share price requires to recover ABOVE 172 to wipe the drop potentials and allow a gain in
the direction of 207p.

If this is 'just' a gap closing excuse, 139p represents a possible bounce level. Unfortunately, so does 115 ultimately...
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View Previous Tesco & Big Picture ***

LSE:VED Vedanta. Close Mid-Price: 431.4 Day High: 436.3Day Low: 420.3

From: 22/06/2016 - Further oomph above 438 still points at 450 with secondary 471p. It now needs below 372p to elicit panic, along with a
stumble to 321 / 275.

We should warn, our optimism is based on a closing price 1/10th of a penny higher than earlier in June!
Even from a near term perspective, the point at which this closed the session allegedly allows coming growth to 450p but closure above 435p
is liable to prove extremely important for long term growth

View Previous Vedanta & Big Picture ***

LSE:VOD Vodafone. Close Mid-Price: 217.9 Day High: 220.25Day Low: 215.05

From: 16/06/2016 - Target met. If Vodafone experiences continued weakness below 207.55, it will invariably lead to 206.4 with secondary (if
broken) at a longer term 200/196. The share requires to sneak ABOVE 234 to void the drop potentials and allow strength to 239/248p.
We still argue 200p is the intention currently as a bottom.
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View Previous Vodafone & Big Picture ***

LSE:VOG VICTORIA. Close Mid-Price: 33.25 Day High: 33.75Day Low: 32.75

From: 15/06/2016 - Below 31p points at 28 next with secondary 24p and hopefully a bounce. We'd need the price to recover above RED currently 40p - before taking any rise seriously as this is liable to provoke growth to 46 initially with secondary a longer term 56p.
We still suspect a slow motion murder toward 24p is ahead.

View Previous VICTORIA & Big Picture ***

LSE:WTG Watchstone. Close Mid-Price: 211 Day High: 216.75Day Low: 206.25

From: 16/06/2016 - Weakness on Watchstone below 200 will invariably lead to 197 with secondary (if broken) at a longer term 181. The share
requires to move ABOVE 240 to cancel the immediate drop potentials and allow improvement to 259/278p.

It now looks like 181p is possible though we take some hope from the share not breaking below BLUE on the chart.
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View Previous Watchstone & Big Picture ***

LSE:ZOL Zoldav. Close Mid-Price: 26.5 Day High: 27.5Day Low: 26.5

From: 16/06/2016 - Target met. Further movement against Zoldav ABOVE 30.75 should improve acceleration toward an initial 33 with
secondary (if initial bettered) at 41. The price would require to slip BELOW 22 to cancel the potentials and allow weakness to 17/14p.

View Previous Zoldav & Big Picture ***
Many thanks for taking the time to read this and good luck for today. Please feel free to mention us after something goes right!
Risk Warning & Notice to Investors
Buying, selling and investing in shares is not without risk. Market and company movement will affect your performance and you may get back less than you invest. Trends and
Targets will NOT be responsible for any losses that may be incurred as a result of following a trading idea.
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